Distribution Map:
Colorado Group,
Top of First White Specks to Top of Cardium

Date Created August 26, 2010

Refer to the ERCB Board Order System for the most recent pool orders.

The Cardium Formation Pool Orders are not shown for simplicity.

- Conventional Hydrocarbon Pool Orders
- Colorado Stratigraphic Extent 2010

[Map of distribution with highlighted areas and explanatory text]
Distribution Map: Colorado Group, Top of Blackstone to Base of Fish Scales
Date Created August 26, 2010

Refer to the ERCB Board Order System for the most recent pool orders.

- Red: Conventional Hydrocarbon Pool Orders
- Gray: Colorado Stratigraphic Extent 2010
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Conventional Hydrocarbon Pool Orders
Colorado Stratigraphic Extent 2010
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Distribution Map: Colorado Group, Base of Fish Scales to Base of Joli Fou
Date Created August 26, 2010

Refer to the ERCB Board Order System for the most recent pool orders.

The Viking Formation Pool Orders are not shown for simplicity.

- Conventional Hydrocarbon Pool Orders
- Colorado Stratigraphic Extent 2010
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations.
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations.
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations.
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations.
Distribution and Cross Section Index Map: Fernie Group/Nordeg Member

Date Created August 26, 2010

Refer to the ERCB Board Order System for the most recent pool orders.
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations.
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations.
Cross Section Index Map: Rierdon Formation

Date Created August 26, 2010

- Cross Sections
- Rierdon WCSB Atlas Subcrop Edge 1994
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations.
Distribution and Cross Section Index Map: Exshaw and Banff Formations

Date Created August 26, 2010

Refer to the ERCB Board Order System for the most recent pool orders.

- Cross Sections
- Conventional Hydrocarbon Pool Orders
- Banff Stratigraphic Extent 2010
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations. Note that the lowermost Banff may be the Exshaw Formation in ERCB database and this interpretation is a work in progress.
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations. Note that the lowermost Banff may be the Exshaw Formation in ERCB database and this interpretation is a work in progress.
Distribution and Cross Section Index Map: Duvernay and Muskwa Formations

Date Created August 26, 2010

Refer to the ERCB Board Order System for the most recent pool orders.
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations.
This cross section is illustrative to show generalized lithological character and the tops may not precisely represent current ERCB tops or designations.